3PL INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS

Innovative Supply Chain Solutions for 3PL
Softeon empowers 3PLs to drive creative service offerings for customers and
new markets. Our agile platform easily adapts to emerging business needs
when adding new facilities or on-boarding new customers. Softeon’s 3PL
customers regularly achieve improvements in customer service and major
reductions in operating costs.






Softeon 3PL Solutions:






Rich WMS Functionality
Complex Billing Management
Flexible Configuration
Real-time Visibility
Advanced Portal

Benefits:





Provide a Higher Value Proposition
to Customers
Rapid Onboarding
Easily Adapt to Changes in Client
Requirements
Accurate & Flexible Billing

“CEVA is always looking for new solutions
for our customers. Softeon’s highly
configurable system helps us with projects
that involve things like assemble-to-order
and multi-level bill-of-material management.
Rapid on-boarding and ease of
configuration are core aspects of our
business.”



Gain end-to-end supply chain visibility
Get mobile access to operations and real-time KPI
Onboard customers faster with rapid configuration
Respond rapidly to demand fluctuations, supply chain disruptions
and other market events
Monitor inventory turns of client SKUs in order to effectively control
costs and improve operational margins
Improve customer service using advanced tools for real-time
monitoring of end-to-end operations including order fulfillment,
inventory in-stock and in-transit.

Softeon Solutions Deliver Industry-Specific Functionality
Softeon solutions are tailored to the specific needs of 3PLs with rich
functionality and unique capabilities that accelerate implementation, reduce
costs and maximize ROI.
Advanced Warehouse Management
Softeon WMS provides advanced product management capabilities using inline slotting and simulation tools, as well as powerful rules-based putaway,
replenishment and cycle-count functionality, which are client specific.
Powerful batch management, lot number, and serial number tracking results
in complete ‘track & trace’ capability across the supply chain.
Distribution Management
Softeon includes support for advanced wave planning and order fulfillments,
the ability to plan customer specific allocation strategies to match supply with
demand, support for multiple picking strategies, cross docking and transloading capabilities, powerful lot number/serial number tracking, shelflife/manufacture-date-based control and order fulfillment criteria, and
definable work flows for handling temperature controlled products.
Value Added Services
Softeon provides 3PLs with powerful functionality to plan customer specific
kitting/assemble-to-order projects and schedule work plans, manage end-toend work order life cycles, manage value added services (VAS) and support
for customer specific BOMs and integration of VAS to billing.

CEVA Logistics
Billing Management
Powerful and flexible client billing capabilities enable 3PLs to meet client or
market opportunities with flexible billing options, and to easily calculate and
invoice each client based on a wide range of parameters.
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Extended Features:

Warehouse Management System
Gain powerful, real-time control over inbound, outbound and inventory management
processes with Softeon’s WMS.

Extended features enable logistics service
providers to offer a complete end-to-end
solution to their customers:



Slotting & Optimization
Identify optimal product placement to minimize
picking and putaway travel distances, reduce
replenishments, balance workload across
zones, and optimize warehouse productivity.

Inbound: The system offers robust, flexible, real-time control over all aspects
of the inbound and materials management side of warehouse operations.
This includes location management, receiving, quality checking, putaway
operations and inventory control.



Inventory: The system makes extensive use of powerful graphical tools that
enable real-time inventory visibility and user-defined queries to view and
manage inventory, as well as optimize resources and increase productivity.



Outbound: Functionality enables powerful orchestration of picking, shipping,
loading and replenishment processes to drive highly efficient order fulfillment
operations. Unique functionality is included to plan and release pick waves,
multiple, advanced picking methodologies, integrated, real-time control and
consolidation of pick routes from multiple order picking areas, highly
intelligent allocation and replenishment logic, and much more.

Reverse Logistics
Configure your functionality and workflow to
manage any reverse logistics process.
Yard Management
Provide visibility and management of trailers,
containers and every yard-related function.
Resource Management
Increase productivity by planning labor
resource requirements based on actual work.
Transportation Management
Maximize inbound/outbound transportation
processes through optimized planning, highperformance execution and real-time visibility.

Sample Customers:

Softeon’s WMS offers the industry’s most flexible approach to integration with voice
picking, and provides significant advantages for those companies using advanced
material handling systems, such as carton sortation, pick-to-light, ASRS and other
technologies.
Order Management
Softeon provides complete control of each stage of the order process, including order
entry, pricing & promotion, credit processing, allocation, and shipment invoicing. Highly
scalable, Softeon’s order management can handle transaction volumes for even the
largest organizations. The web-based system easily supports remote customer service
agents and call center. Screens designed for maximum productivity to enable
outstanding customer service. Significant functionality is included to manage customerspecific pricing, rebates and promotions, substitutions, replenishment from vendors,
SKU “bundling” and more.
Assembly & Kitting
Softeon uses a multi-level bill of materials to define the relevant items to be assembled
or kitted and can also automatically generate purchase orders for raw materials. The
advanced material requirement planning tool helps to analyze the requirements of
finished goods. Extensive planning features through project or program planning,
product costing, work order management and actual versus plan analysis are included.
Use as part of both the distribution and manufacturing process.
Billing Management
Softeon’s costing and billing module is a superior solution due to the granularity of
activity-based costing and the flexibility of the rules that can be configured. The billing
engine is built to offer a variety of costing models that address even the most creative
sales contracts. The solution supports comprehensive billing of logistic operations
across inbound transportation, receiving, warehouse operations, distribution, outbound
transportation and other activities. It offers a powerful and flexible approach to billing
attributes and configuration of billing rules.
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